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Incident Management
The Agile team’s guide to harnessing change 
and responding to disruption



Hello.

Meghan Davis
Senior Project Manager
Team Lead



Overview

Foundational concepts
+ Who is this session for?

+ What is incident management?

+ Why do we talk about incident 
management?

In practice
+ How do high-performing teams manage 

incidents?

+ Tools and best practices you can 
implement today

+ Continuing the learning after the incident

What we hope to cover today



Foundational 
concepts



+ A member of a team who provides client or customer support or services. 

+ Manage a team who provides client or customer support or services. 

+ Agile practitioners 

+ Project or Program Managers  

+ Development or operations teams 

Foundational concepts

Who is this session for?



When we talk about an incident, as opposed to a risk, 
we’re referring to an event that causes disruption to or 
reduction in the quality of a service we provide and 
requires a timely response. 

What is an incident?

Foundational concepts



Site crashes



Functionality stops 
working



Requested iterations



+ Incidents are costly 

+ Potential to jeopardize reputation and customer attrition 

+ Incidents are disruptive + confusing to the project team 

Why do we talk about incident 
management?

Foundational concepts



+ Collaboration 

+ Direct communication 

+ Builds trust 

+ Encourages honesty and openness

Benefits of an incident 
management play

Foundational concepts



In Practice



Discover

The Practice

Resolve ReflectAct



Discover

The Practice

Resolve ReflectAct



+ Customer or client alarm 

+ Customer or client filing of a Jira ticket or casually mentioning on a call 

+ Monitoring of systems

+ Teammate’s making an observation and flagging in Slack/email 

+ Teammate’s mentioning their experiencing some challenges in their work

Discover

You may detect an incident in 
several ways:



Discover

The Practice

Resolve ReflectAct



+ Messaging tool → Slack 

+ Client communication tool → Email / Phone

+ Some sort of shared collaboration space that provides live updates → 
Google Doc  + Atlassian’s Confluence

+ Video chat as you’ll need to talk to your teammates →  Zoom or Google 
Meet 

Act

Tools you’ll need for open, honest, 
frequent communication



A question, disruption, or request 
comes in. The person receiving this 
disruption should notify the full 
project team.

You’ll want to start a video call with 
your team. 

Act

The first step you take when you 
hear about an incident



Determine the incident team, based on what you are trying to solve for. 

1. Consider which area(s) of the project is impacted. 

2. Who is the decision maker? Who is the Incident Manager?

3. Who will be consulted and informed?

4. Who will manage client communications and keep the client informed?

5. Communicate these roles to the full team.

Those not part of the incident team are not brought into decision making or discussion meetings. 
Team members progress with meaningful work that will advance the project.

Act

Determine the incident team



The Incident Manager will next set 
up what is called an incident status 
page, even if the disruption is not 
fully understood at the time. 

The incident status page should be 
captured in a shared space, such as 
Google Drive or Confluence. 

Act

Status page



Goal of the doc: 

+ Get the message/updates out 
there, while still primarily 
focusing on solving the issue

+ Share first, improve later 

+ Clear, plain language & 
screenshots

+ Updated with brief, honest, 
frequent updates 

Act

Status page



Act: Status page



Act

Engage in the advice process
+ Decision maker should seek out various perspectives

+ Gather advice from everyone who will be meaningfully impacted or those 
who hold subject matter expertise 

+ Decision maker forms a written proposal. 

+ Make a call on how to move forward 



Act: Status page



Discover

The Practice

Resolve ReflectAct



Resolve

Review the status page



Resolve

Closing communications, wrap up
+ Incident report (written in plain language) 

○ Issue summary 

○ Timeline 

○ Root cause analysis 

○ Recommendations 

+ Share with clients, your project team, key stakeholders, whole company

+ Hop on a brief call, if the client would like to discuss or needs clarification



Resolve: Closing communications, wrap up



Resolve: Closing communications, wrap up



Discover

THE PRACTICE

Resolve ReflectAct



Reflect

Why reflect?
+ Encourages support and collaboration 

+ Fosters team communication, growth, and openness

+ Increases the chance that a teammate will come forward if they recognize 
an incident in the future



Reflect

The blameless post mortem
+ Begin with the assumption that all team members acted from a place of good intent 
+ Keep communication fact-based, honest, objective
+ Opportunity to step back, breath, and reflect on the incident. 

○ Reflect on what happened
○ Reflect on why it happened 
○ Examine how the team responded 
○ Identify what can be done to prevent repeat incidents 
○ Identify ways to improve future responses 

+ Document in a shared space (Confluence) 
+ Share out with your project team, whole company



Thank you.

Meghan Davis
Senior Project Manager
Team Lead



Questions?



MidCamp /*Midwest Drupal Camp*/ 2020  midcamp.org info@midcamp.org

PLEASE PROVIDE YOUR 
FEEDBACK!

mid.camp/6331

The top rated sessions will be captioned, courtesy 
of Clarity Partners

http://midcamp.org


info@midcamp.orgmidcamp.org MidCamp /*Midwest Drupal Camp*/ 2020

CONTRIBUTION DAY
Saturday 10am to 4pm

You don't have to know code to give back!

New Contributor training 10am to Noon 
with AmyJune Hineline of Kanopi Studios 


